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MAP-CLOSURE: A GENERAL PURPOSE MECHANISM FOR NONSTANDARD INTERPRETATION



ronments. This map-closure construct encompasses both the ability to examine the contents of a closure environment and to construct a neW closure With a modi?ed environment. From



the user’s perspective, map-closure is a poWerful and useful construct that supports such tasks as tracing, security logging, sandboxing, error checking, pro?ling, code instrumentation and metering, run-time code patching, and resource monitor



REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS



This application claims priority to US. Provisional Patent



Application 60/ 865,302, ?led Nov. 10, 2006, and titled “Map



ing. From the implementer’s perspective, map-closure is



Closure: A General Purpose Mechanism for Nonstandard



Interpretation,” Which is hereby incorporated herein by ref



analogous to call/ cc. Just as call/cc is a non-referentially transparent mechanism that rei?es the continuations that are



erence as if fully set forth. This application is also related to



only implicit in programs Written in direct style, map-closure



US. application Ser. No. 11/875,691, ?led Oct. 19, 2007, and



is a non-referentially-transparent mechanism that rei?es the



titled “Automatic Derivative Method for a Computer Pro



closure environments that are only implicit in higher-order



gramming Language,” Which is also incorporated herein by



programs. Just as CPS conversion is a non-local but purely syntactic transformation that can eliminate references to call/



reference.



cc, closure conversion is a non-local but purely syntactic transformation that can eliminate references to map-closure.



STATEMENT REGARDING GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED RESEARCH



This innovation Was sponsored in part by NSF grant CCF 0438806 and in part by Science Foundation Ireland grant 00/PI. 1/ C067. The US Government may have certain rights in the invention.
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FIELD



25



We shoW hoW the combination of map -clo sure and call/ cc can be used to implement set! as a procedure de?nition and a local macro transformation.



1 -1 Motivation Nonstandard interpretation is a poWerful tool, With a Wide



variety of important applications. Typical techniques for per forming nonstandard interpretation are compile-time only, require modi?cation of global resources, or require reWriting



The present disclosure relates to computing equipment for processing computer programs. More speci?cally, this dis closure relates to compilers, interpreters, and other systems that process functional programs that include automatic dif ferentiation facilities.



of code to abstract over portions subject to nonstandard semantics. This paper proposes a construct to support modu



lar run-time nonstandard interpretation. For expository pur 30



interpretation. Suppose one Wished to add complex numbers and complex arithmetic to a programming-language imple mentation that supports only real arithmetic. One might rep resent the complex number a+bi as an Argand pair (a,b).



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



FIG. 1 is a closure-conversion implementation that applies to a top-level expression e0. FIG. 2 is CPS-conversion code that applies to a top-level



poses, let us consider a very simple example of nonstandard



35



Extending the programming language to support complex arithmetic can be vieWed as a nonstandard interpretation



Where real numbers r are lifted to complex number (r, 0), and operations such as



expression e0. FIG. 3 is an implementation of set! using map-closure and 40



call/ cc.



FIG. 4 is an illustration of typical LISP and SCHEME system functionality implemented as user code With map-closure. FIG. 5 is a How diagram illustrating the role of the lambda calculus in a variety of systems that use AD transformations. FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a computing device on Which



One can accomplish this in SCHEME by rede?ning the arithmetic primitives, such as +, to operate on combinations



of native SCHEME reals and Argand pairs ha, bi represented as SCHEME pairs (a.b). For expository simplicity, We ignore 45



the disclosed activities occur.



the fact that many of SCHEME’s numeric primitives can accept a variable number of arguments. We de?ne a neW procedure lift-+ Which We use to rede?ne + at the top level.



DESCRIPTION



For the purpose of promoting an understanding of the principles of the present disclosure, reference Will noW be made to the embodiment illustrated in the draWings and spe ci?c language Will be used to describe the same. It Will,



50



(lambda (x y) (let ((x (if (pair? x) x (cons x 0))) (y (if (Pair? y) y (@0118 Y O)))



nevertheless, be understood that no limitation of the scope of



the disclosure is thereby intended; any alterations and further



(cons (+ (car x) (car y)) 55



modi?cations of the described or illustrated embodiments,



and any further applications of the principles of the disclosure This raises an important modularity issue. With the above



as illustrated therein are contemplated as Would normally occur to one skilled in the art to Which the invention relates.



Generally, one form of the present system is a novel system



de?nition, on can take a procedure f de?ned as 60



for applying nonstandard interpretation to computer pro grams.



1 First-Class Nonstandard Interpretations by Opening Clo



(de?ne g (let ((y 10)) (lambda (x) (+x y)))) and correctly evaluate (g'(1.2)) to (11.2). Theses examples



sures



In this section We motivate and discuss a novel functional programming construct that alloWs convenient modular run time nonstandard interpretation via re?ection on closure envi



(de?ne (f x) (+x x)) and correctly evaluate (f‘(2.3)) to (4.6). Once can even take a procedure g de?ned as



65



Work correctly irrespective of Whether f and g are de?ned before or after +is rede?ned. In contrast, consider



(de?ne h (let ((p+)) (lambda (x) (p x 5))))
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3 The expression (h'(l.2)) Will evaluate correctly to (6.2)



dures name? and name:?, and the syntax (name x) Which



only if h Was de?ned after + has been rede?ned. This is not the



only modularity issue raised by this common technique: for



returns a unique name associated With the (potentially alpha renamed) variable x. Given this transformation, map -clo sure



instance, one might Wish to con?ne the nonstandard interpre



can be transformed to



tation to a limited context; one might Wish to perform differ



ent nonstandard interpretations, either singly or cascaded; and one might Wish to avoid manipulation of global (lambda (c (cons (cons ffc) (cons g gc)))



resources.



(cons g



The remainder of this paper discusses a novel mechanism,



map-closure, Which alloWs such nonstandard interpretation



(map (lambda (gn gv) 10



in code Written in a functional style, and Which avoids these modularity issues. As discussed in section 4, map-closure is a powerful and useful construct that supports such tasks as



The techniques described in this section and shoWn in FIG. 1 suf?ce to implement the examples herein. While the simple implementation in FIG. 1 represents rei?ed closure environ



tracing, security logging, sandboxing, error checking, pro?l ing, code instrumentation and metering, run-time patching, and resource monitoring. 1-2 A Functional Subset of SCHEME We formulate these ideas using a simple functional lan



guage that resembles SCHEME, differing in the folloWing respects: The only data types supported are Booleans, reals, pairs, and procedures. Only a subset of the built-in SCHEME procedures and syntax are supported. Rest arguments are not supported.



(cons gn (f fc gn gv)))



ments as alists and transformed procedures as pairs, map closure does not expose this structure. An alternate imple mentation could thus use an alternate representation With 20



suitable replacements for lookup, map, and the locations in the transformation Where closures are constructed. Such an



implementation might represent names as offsets into envi



25



ronment tuples. l-4 The Utility of Map-Closure Both alone and in combination With call/cc, map-closure is a poWerful and general-purpose construct that can solve



The constructs cons and list are macros:



(cons el e2)"“"((cons-procedure e1) e2)



important softWare-engineering tasks. It is a portable mecha



(list) ""40



nism for performing run-time dynamic nonstandard interpre tation, a technique of increasing importance that arises in many guises ranging from security and debugging to Web applications (mechanisms like AJAX that overload l/ O opera tions to use HTTP/HTML). Consider the following examples



(list e1 e2 . . . ) “"(cons el (list e2 . . . ))



Procedure parameters p can be variables, '( ) to indicate an



30



argument that is ignored, or (cons pl p2) to indicate the



appropriate destructuring. All procedures take exactly one argument and return exactly one result. This is accomplished in art by the



basis, in part by the folloWing transformations:



35



procedure entrances and exits during the invocation of thunk. Such a facility can easily be adapted to perform security



(e1) "“'(e1'()) (e1 e2 e3 e4 . . .) "*(el (cons* e2 e3 e4 . . . ))



logging.



(lambda ( ) e) "*"(lambda ((cons*)) e) (lambda (P1 P2 P3 - ~ ~ ~ ) 6)



""‘(lambda ((cons* pl p2 p3 . . . )) e)



as an indication of its myriad potential uses. Programmers often desire the ability to examine an execu tion trace. FIG. 4 contains a trace procedure that traces all



40



together With a cons* macro



Virtual machines are often able to execute code in a sand box so as to constrain the alloWed actions and arguments. FIG. 3 contains a sandbox procedure that invokes thunk in a



context Where all procedure invocations must satisfy the alloWed? predicate or else the raise-exception procedure is called. Such a facility is useful both for security and error



(cons* e1 e2 e3 . . . ) ""“(cons el (cons el (cons* e2 e3 . . . ))



and by alloWing list and cons* as parameters. The above, together With the standard SCHEME macro



45



Many programming-language implementations contain a facility to pro?le code. FIG. 3 contains a pro?le procedure



expansions, a macro for if



that constructs a table of the invocation counts of all proce



(if er 62 e3)



((if-procedure el (lambda ( ) e2) (lambda ( ) e3))) and a transformation of letrec into theY-combinator suf?ce to



checking.



50



transform any program into the folloWing core language:



dures invoked during the invocation of thunk. Such a facility can easily be adapted to instrument and meter code in other Ways.



One of the hallmarks of classical LISP implementations is



the ability to patch code in a running system by changing the function bindings of symbols. The designers of COMMON



l-3 Closure Conversion The essence of closure conversion is to reify environments



that contain the values of free variables in procedures by replacing procedures With pairs of environments and a trans formed procedure. These transformed procedures have no free variables, and instead access the values of free variables from the rei?ed environment passed as an argument. This can be implemented as a purely syntactic source-to-source trans formation, as shoWn in FIG. 1. We omit a number of bookkeeping details tangential to the issues We Wish to explore. HoWever, one bookkeeping issue



55



With a kludge: treating a funcall to a symbol as a funcall to its



function binding. FIG. 4 contains a more principled approach



to this problem. The procedure patch replaces all live 60



instances of old With neW.



Finally, many programming-language implementations contain a facility to determine the amount of live storage. FIG. 4 contains a room procedure that returns a list of the number



of live pairs and the number of live closure slots.



relevant to our purpose does arise. We Would like our neW



re?ective mechanism to be invariant to choice of variable names. We therefore introduce a neW data type, name, to key environments. The interface for names consists of the proce



LISP Were aWare that this mechanism could not be used to



patch code referenced in closure slots. They addressed this



65



Facilities such as the above are normally implemented as system internals. FIG. 4 shoWs that many such facilities can be implemented as user code With map-closure.
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5 1-5 Map-Closure+Call/cc:Set! It is interesting to consider the application of map-closure



to implement complex arithmetic. With map-closure, non standard interpretations become ?rst-class entities.



to a continuation made explicit by call/ cc. The source-to



If all aggregate data structures are Church-encoded as clo



source transformation of closure conversion described in sec



sures, CPS conversion folloWed by closure conversion sub



tion 4 does not alloW this, because it does not closure-convert



sumes store conversion: it explicitly threads a store, repre



continuations. However, We could convert the program to



sented as an environment, through the program. HoWever,



continuation-passing style (CPS) ?rst and then apply closure



compilers that perform both CPS conversion and closure



conversion, thus exposing all continuations to closure con version as ordinary procedures. FIG. 2 describes this process. The transformations shoWn are standard, With one exception: the map-closure procedure itself needs to be handled spe



conversion generally do so in the opposite order. Just as call/cc affords one the poWer of explicit continuations While alloWing one to Write in direct style, map-closure affords one



the poWer of explicit closure environments While alloWing one to Write in higher-order style. The combination of call/cc and map -clo sure affords the poWer of explicit store threading While alloWing one to Write in a direct higher-order style. In the implementation of set! in FIG. 3, the original con tinuation is not mutated but discarded. Instead of discarding



cially, as (prior to closure conversion) it cannot be expressed as a user-de?ned procedure, and must be treated as a primi



tive. HoWever, it is unique among primitives in that it invokes a procedural argument. Since this procedural argument Will be in CPS after conversion, the CPS version of map-closure must invoke this argument With an appropriate continuation. The combination of map-closure and call/cc is very poW erful: it can be used to implement set! as a procedure de?ni tion in a language that does not have any built-in mutation



this original continuation, it can be preserved and invoked



20



later in order to implement such control structures as ?uid-let and amb With associated side effects that are undone upon backtracking. Side effects that can be undone can be used to



operations. The intuition behind this is that set! changes the



implement PROLOG-style logic variables and uni?cation.



value of a variable for the remainder of the computation;



All this can be implemented as de?ned procedures and local macro transformations in a language that has no explicit



call/ cc exposes the remainder of the computation as a rei?ed continuation; map-closure can make a neW continuation just like the old one except that one particular variable has a neW



25



value; and thus invoking this neW continuation instead of the



mutation operations, but that supports call/cc and map-clo sure, alloWing map-closure to apply to continuations. Like other poWerful constructs, map-closure may seem



old continuation has precisely the same result as set!. The



dif?cult to implement ef?ciently. HoWever, the same Was said



simple de?nition shoWn in FIG. 2 accomplishes this intuition. There is, hoWever, one minor complication: the recursion in set-in is necessary because the target variable might be present in closures nested in the environments of other clo



of constructs like recursion, dynamic typing, garbage collec tion, and call/cc When ?rst introduced. Of particular concern 30



dures. Well knoWn techniques (e.g., declarations, module



sures. As a result unlike most SCHEME implementations,



Where set! takes constant time, the implementation in FIG. 2 must traverse the continuation to potentially perform substi tution in multiple environments that close over the mutated variable. While the ability to implement set! as a procedure de?ni



is that it may appear that map-closure precludes compiler optimiZations such as inlining, especially of primitive proce systems, and How analysis) alloW SCHEME compilers to



35



perform inlining despite the fact that the language alloWs rede?nition of (primitive) procedures. These techniques can be extended and applied to alloW inlining in the presence of



map-closure. Even Without such techniques, map-closure



tion combined With a local macro transformation is surprising



does not preclude inlining: a compiler can generate Whatever



and intriguing, it might be reasonable to consider this to be something of a curiosity. The combination of map-closure



code it Wishes, so long as the run-time system can reconstruct



and call/cc is extremely poWerful, and thus potentially di?i cult to implement ef?ciently. HoWever map-closure in the



the closure-slot information that map-closure passes to its ?rst argument, and any information needed to construct the result closure. Each invocation of map-closure might even



absence of call/cc is still a useful construct for implementing



perform run-time compilation, including optimiZations such



40



nonstandard interpretation, and seems amenable to more ef?cient implementation. Thus,



as inlining. 45



implementations supporting map-closure might not in gen



The history of programming-language research is replete With examples of poWerful constructs that Were initially escheWed for performance reasons but later became Widely adopted as their poWer Was appreciated and performance



eral be expected to alloW its application to continuations. Of the examples in FIG. 4, only patch and room rely on this



ability.



issues Were addressed. We hope that this Will also be the case



Functor-based module systems, overloading mechanisms



for map-closure. Note that, by design, map-closure does not expose the



such as aspect-oriented programming, and map-closure are related, in that all three support nonstandard interpretation.



internal representation of closures and environments to the user. This design also preserves hygiene: the lexical hierarchy



l-6 Discussion



50



The difference is in the scope of that nonstandard interpreta tion. In a functor-based module system, the scope is lexical.



55



of variable scoping. Since map-closure does not alloW one to add, remove, or rename variables, it is not possible to create



60



unbound variable references or change the lexical scoping of variables through shadoWing or unshadoWing at run time. An alternate, more traditional Way to provide the function ality of map-closure Would be to provide an interface to access the environment and code components of closures and



With overloading, the scope is global. With map-closure, the scope is dynamic. The dynamic scope of map-closure affords interesting con trol over modularity. One can apply a nonstandard interpre tation to only part of a program. Or, different nonstandard interpretations to different parts of a program. Or, to different



construct neW closures out of such environment and code components, along With an interface to access environment



invocations of the same part of a program. One can compose



multiple nonstandard interpretations, controlling the compo sition order When they do not commute. For example, com



posing complex arithmetic With logging arithmetic in differ



65



components and construct neW environments. HoWever, such an alternate interface Would expose the internal representa tion of closures and environments to the user, perhaps via



ent orders Would alloW one to control Whether one logged the



interfaces and data types that differ in detail betWeen imple



calls to complex arithmetic or the calls to the operations used



mentations, and might Well break hygiene. On the other hand,
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map-closure exposes only one neW data type: names as



ness of overloading and the greater ef?ciency of source-to source transformation. We present several examples that demonstrate the superior performance of our approach When compared With a number of prior forWard AD implementa



passed as the ?rst argument to the ?rst argument of map closure. The values passed as the second argument to the ?rst



argument of map-closure and the values returned by the ?rst argument of map-closure are ordinary SCHEME values.



tions for both functional and imperative languages.



Also note that names are opaque. They are created by neW



2-1 Introduction



syntax to alloW implementations to treat them as variables in every sense. They can only be compared via identity, so an implementation is free to represent names in the same Way as



Numerical programmers face a tradeoff. They can use a



high-level language, like MATLAB, that provides convenient



variable addresses: stack offsets, absolute global addresses,



access to mathematical abstractions like function optimiza tion and differential equation solvers or they can use a loW



etc. In fact, just as implementations can have different repre sentations of variable addresses for variables of different



level language, like FORTRAN, to achieve high computa tional performance. The convenience of high-level languages



types and lifetimes, implementations can have similarly dif



results in part from the fact that they support many forms of



ferent representations of names. Moreover names can be



run-time dependent computation: storage allocation and



avoided entirely by using a Weaker variant of map-closure



automatic reclamation, data structures Whose size is run-time



that only exposes closure-slot values. Such a Weaker variant



dependent, pointer indirection, closures, indirect function



suf?ces for many applications, including all examples here except for the implementation of set!. Closure conversion is not the only implementation strategy for map-closure. For instance, a native implementation could operate directly on higher-order code. Such an implementa tion Would only need a mechanism for accessing slots of existing closures and creating closures With speci?ed values for their slots. These mechanisms already exist in any imple mentation of a higher-order language, and must simply be repackaged as part of the implementation of a map-closure



calls, tags and tag dispatching, etc. This comes at a cost to the numerical programmer: the instruction stream contains a mix



of ?oating-point instructions and instructions that form the 20



scaffolding that supports run-time dependent computation. FORTRAN code, in contrast, achieves high ?oating-point performance by not diluting the instruction stream With such



scaffolding. This tradeoff is particularly poignant in the domain of 25



automatic differentiation or AD. AD is a collection of tech



niques for evaluating the derivative of a function speci?ed by



primitive. Furthermore, native implementations of map-clo



a computer program at a particular input. In the next section,



sure are possible in systems that use alternate closure repre



We revieW forWard AD, the particular technique used in this



sentations, such as linked or display closures, unlike the ?at



closure representation used here. While the implementation of map-closure for different representations of closures and



section. Conceptually, at least, in its simplest form, forWard 30



environments Would be different, programs that use map closure Would be portable across all such implementations.



or a curried variant. The advantage of such a formulation as a



higher-order function is that it alloWs construction of a Whole



This is not the case With the aforementioned alternate inter



face.
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Nonstandard interpretation is ubiquitous in programming language theory, manifesting itself in many contexts. It could be reasonably suggested that the lack of a simple Way to easily perform a nonstandard interpretation may have held back the application of this poWerful idea, and resulted in a great deal



AD can be provided With a simple API: (derivative 3“: R —» Rx:l1§):ll§



hierarchy of mathematical concepts, like partial derivatives, gradients, function optimization, differential-equation solv ers, etc. that are built upon the notion of a derivative. More over, once one de?nes such abstractions, it is natural and useful to be able to nest them, e. g., to optimize a function that



in turn optimizes another function: 40



of implementation effort building systems that each perform some speci?c nonstandard interpretation. For this reason map-closure, or some other construct that provides ?rst-class



dynamic nonstandard interpretation, may prove a surpris ingly handy tool. In fact, the authors have already found it quite useful in the implementation of automatic differentia tion in a functional programming language. 2 Compiling a Higher-Order Functional-Programming Lan



(optimize (lambda (x) (optimize (lambda (y) 45



or to optimize a function that solves a differential equation:



guage With a First-Class Derivative Operator to Ef?cient For



tran-Like Code With Polyvariant Union-Free FloW Analysis We present a novel functional -pro gramming language that supports forWard automatic differentiation (AD). Typical



50



(optimize (lambda (x) (solve—ode(lambda (y)



implementations of forWard AD use either overloading or source-to-source transformation to implement the nonstand



ard interpretation needed to perform forWard AD. These offer complementary tradeoffs. Overloading can afford greater ?exibility and expressiveness by alloWing the user of a func



55



Inter alia, this entails the cost of closures and indirect function calls. Moreover, as We Will see in the next section, such a



tion to evaluate the derivative of that function, for some input



derivative operator typically evaluates fat x under a nonstand



value, Without access to its source code. Source-to-source



ard interpretation. This is typically done by overloading the arithmetic primitives and thus often precludes inlining such



transformation can afford greater performance by eliminating the dispatching associated With overloading. Our language



60



primitives and often further entails the cost of tagging and tag



employs a novel approach to forWard AD, providing a ?rst



dispatching.



class higher-order function that conceptually performs



Another approach to forWard AD involves a preprocessor to perform a source-to-source transformation. Conceptually, at least, in its simplest form, this can be vieWed as translating



source-to-source transformation of closure bodies at run time



and an optimizing compiler that eliminates such run-time



re?ection using Whole-program inter-procedural ?oW analy sis. This provides both the greater ?exibility and expressive
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a function:



(double f(double x) { . . . }



US 8,281,299 B2 10 generation of code without tags and tag dispatching. The



into:



further absence of recursion in the abstract interpretation means that all aggregate data will have ?xed size and shape that can be determined by ?ow analysis allowing the code generator to use unboxed representations without indirection



struct bundle double primal;



double tangent;};



in data access or runtime allocation and reclamation. The



struct bundle fiforward(double x)



polyvariant analysis determines the target of all call sites allowing the code generator to use direct function calls exclu



that returns a bundle of the primal value f(x) and the tangent



sively. This, combined with aggressive inlining, results in



value f'(x). When implemented properly, repeated applica tion of this transformation can be used to produce variants of



inlined arithmetic operations, even when such operations are



f that compute higher-order derivatives. Herein lies the incon venience of this approach. Different optimizers might use



polyvariant analysis unrolls ?nite instances of what is written



conceptually performed by (overloaded) function calls. The conceptually as recursive data structures. This, combined



derivatives of different order. Changing code to use a different



optimizer would thus entail changing the build process to transform the objective function a different number of times. Moreover, the build process for nested application, such as the nested optimization shown above, would be tedious. One would need to transform the inner objective function, wrap it in a call to optimize, and then transform this resulting outer function.



with aggressive unboxing, eliminates essentially all manipu lation of aggregate data, including closures. Our limitation to union-free analyses and ?nite unrolling of recursive data structures is not as severe a limitation as it may seem. The



main limitation relative to FORTRAN-like code is that we 20



The central contribution of this paper is a new language that provides a mechanism for de?ning a derivative operator that



offers the convenience of the ?rst approach with the e?iciency of the second approach. Conceptually, at least, this mecha



such re?ective access to and creation of code from run time to



compile time. 25



nism involves run-time re?ection on the body of f, when



language and how it supports forward AD. Section 5-4 dis cusses our language in greater detail. Section 5-5 discusses 30



the ?ow-analysis techniques used in our compiler. Section 5-6 discusses how the results of ?ow analysis can be used to



numerical code with FORTRAN-like e?iciency. Let us summarize the typical characteristics of numerical code and its associated execution model. Numerical code typically does not use union types and thus its execution model does not use tags and tag dispatching. In numerical



The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 5-2 reviews the technique of forwardAD. Section 5-3 gives an informal discussion of the novel re?ective mechanism of our



computing (derivative f), to transform it into something like f_forward. An optimizing compiler then uses whole-program inter-procedural ?ow analysis to eliminate such run-time re?ection, as well as all other run-time scaffolding, to yield



currently do not support arrays. Finally, the polyvariant analysis performs ?nite instances of re?ection, migrating



generate FORTRAN-like code. Section 5-7 presents examples that illustrate the effectiveness of our compiler. Section 5-8 discusses this work in a broader context. 35



code, all aggregate data typically has ?xed size and shape that



2-2 Review of Forward AD



The Taylor expansion of f(c+e) with respect to e is:



can be determined at compile time. Thus in the execution



model, such aggregate data is unboxed and does not require indirection for data access and run-time allocation and recla 06



mation. Numerical code is typically written in languages



40



where primitive arithmetic operations are speci?ed by special syntax and not as function calls. Thus in the execution model, such operations are inlined and do not entail function-call overhead. Numerical code typically does not use higher-order functions. Thus in the execution model, all function calls are to known targets and do not involve indirection or closures.



This implies that one can compute the i-th derivative of a 45



Numerical code is typically written in languages that do not support re?ection. Thus it does not re?ectively access, modify, or create code during execution. We refer to such code and its corresponding execution model as FORTRAN



50



like. When properly compiled, FORTRAN-like numerical code can exhibit signi?cantly greater performance than numerical code written in a non-FORTRAN-like style com



piled with typical compilers. We present a compiler that generates FORTRAN-like tar get code from a class of programs written in a higher-order functional programming language with a ?rst-class derivative



notation a+bi for complex numbers. Just as arithmetic on 55



but €#0. Furthermore, just as implementations of complex arithmetic typically represent complex numbers a+bi as



?ow analysis to drive a code generator. Our approach to ?ow 60



Argand pairs , implementations of forward AD typi cally represent dual numbers x+§e as tangent-bundle pairs (x,



Q.



ant ?ow analyses like O-CFA are unable to specialize higher order functions. Polyvariant ?ow analysis is needed to do so.



Forward AD computes the derivative of a univariate func tion 3“ at a scalar point c by evaluating f(c+e) under a non



The need for polyvariant ?ow analysis is heightened in the presence of a higher-order derivative operator, i.e., one that maps functions to their derivatives. Second, it is union free. The absence of unions in the abstract interpretation supports



complex numbers a+bi can be de?ned by taking i2:—l, arith metic on dual numbers x+§e can be de?ned by taking 62:0



operator. Our compiler uses whole-program inter-procedural analysis differs from that typically used when generating non-FORTRAN-like code. First, it is polyvariant. Monovari



univariate function f at a scalar point c by evaluating f(c+e) under a nonstandard interpretation replacing real numbers with univariate power series in e, extracting the coe?icient of ei in the result, and multiplying this by i!. Traditional forward AD truncates the Taylor expansions at i>l, thus computing a representation that contains only the ?rst derivative. Such truncated Taylor expansions are dual numbers. We denote a dual number as x+xe, by analogy with the standard
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standard interpretation replacing real numbers with dual numbers and extracting the coef?cient of e in the result. To see how this works, let us manually apply the mechanism to a
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simple example: computing the ?rst derivative of f(x)q4+



transformation is typically done by a preprocessor, the pre processor must be explicitly told Which higher-order deriva



2x3 at x:3. To do this, We ?rst evaluate f(3+e):



tives are needed.



In contrast, the overloading approach exhibits a computa tional cost that is not exhibited by the transformation



approach. Unless speci?cally optimiZed, bundles must be allocated at run time, accessing the components of bundles requires indirection, and overloaded arithmetic is not inlined and requires run-time dispatch and perhaps even indirect function calls. The transformation approach, hoWever, can yield FORTRAN-like code Without these run-time costs and has thus become the method of choice in the scienti?c and engineering communities Where the speed of numerical code



:135 +1622



From this We can extract the derivative 162. Note that the



above makes use of the restriction that 62:0 When evaluating



the expressions (3+e)3:27+27e and (3+e)4:81+108e, drop ping the e2, 63 , and 64 terms. This is the essence of traditional forward AD When limited to the case of univariate derivatives. Note that in the above, We use the notation of dual numbers,



is of paramount importance. In this section We present a novel approach that attains the



advantages of both the overloading and transformation approaches. We present a novel functional-programming lan guage, VLAD, that contains mechanisms for transforming



i.e., x+§e, purely for expository purposes. Implementations typically do not symbolically evaluate expressions over poly nomials or poWer series. Rather they manipulate tangent bundle pairs (xi) in a fashion much like complex numbers.



20



Since at least as far back as 1964, forWard AD has been



Widely used for scienti?c and engineering computation.



code into neW code that computes derivatives. These mecha nisms apply to the source code that is, at least conceptually, part of closures. Conceptually, at least, such transformation happens at run time. The availability of such transformation



(Since at least as farback as 1980, reverseAD has been Widely



mechanisms at run time supports a callee derives program



used as Well.) See WWW.autodiff.org for a plethora of imple mentations of forWard (and reverse) AD in a multitude of



ming style Where the callee invokes the transformation mechanisms on closures provided by the caller. Again, con ceptually at least, the availability of run-time transformation



25



programming languages.



mechanisms eliminates the preprocessor and alloWs a pro gram to compute derivatives Whose order depends on run



Broadly speaking, there are tWo general classes of



approaches for performing the nonstandard interpretation indicated above. One approach is to represent tangent-bundle



time control-?ow. A novel aspect of this system is the appli 30



cation of polyvariant ?oW analysis to perform the requisite



pairs (x,@ (henceforth simply bundles) as objects and over load the arithmetic primitives to manipulate such objects. The



transformations at compile time instead of run time. The



other is to transform the source code, replacing each real variable x With a pair of real variables x and? and augmenting the source code With expressions and statements to compute the Q values.



polyvariant ?oW-analysis and code-generation techniques We



remainder of this paper describes the VLAD language,



including the code-transformation mechanisms, describes the 35



These tWo approaches exhibit complementary tradeoffs. The overloading approach, particularly When it alloWs arith



TRAN-like target code from VLAD source code. 2-3 OvervieW



metic operations to apply to either numbers or bundles, sup



ports a callee derives programming style. A function opti



Given the formulation from the previous section, evalua 40



miZer can be Written as a higher-order function, taking an



so that it operates on bundles instead of reals. We introduce the function j * to accomplish this. Second, one must bundle x With a tangent. We introduce the function bundle to accom



and perform gradient-based optimiZation, Without knoWl takes tWo function arguments, the objective function and its derivative, and the caller must arrange for the build system to transform the code for the objective function into code for its derivative. The overloading approach thus supports a greater level of modularity, alloWing one to build a hierarchal library of mathematical functionality Where the need for derivatives is kept internal to that library, hidden from the user. The



tion of (fx) under the nonstandard interpretation implied by forWard AD requires tWo things. First, one must transform 3“



objective function as its argument. The optimiZer can invoke the objective function With a bundle to compute its derivative



edge of the caller. In contrast, the transformation approach requires a caller derives programming style. The optimiZer



have developed for the STALINV compiler for VLAD, and illustrates the ability of these techniques to generate FOR



45



plish this. When computing simple derivatives, the tangent of the independent variable is one. Thus is accomplished by



evaluating the expression ((j *3“) (bundle x 1)). This yields a bundle containing the value of f(x) With its derivative f'(x). We introduce the functions primal and tangent to extract these 50



components. With these, the derivative operator for functions —» lF’can be formulated as a higher-order function:



transformation approach requires exposing the need for derivatives all the Way up the signatures of functions in that



55



hierarchal library. The overloading approach exhibits another advantage. When implemented correctly, one can take derivatives of functions that in turn take derivatives of other functions. We illustrate the utility of doing so in Subsection 5-7. This



(de?ne (derivative f) (lambda (x) (tangent ((_i* f) (bundle x 1)))))



60



Several complications arise. The function f may call other functions, directly or indirectly, and all of these may call



involves computing higher-order derivatives. A properly implemented overloading approach can compute derivatives



primitives. All of these need to be transformed. We assume



of arbitrary order, even When the requisite order is not explic



every function or primitive that is called is reachable as a



itly speci?ed and only implicit in the control-?ow of the program. When implemented correctly, the transformation



that primitives are not inlined (at least conceptually) and that (possibly nested) value of a free variable closed over by 3“. As



approach can also transform transformed code to compute



closures are usually opaque, a re?ective mechanism is needed to access such values. Thus j* is formulated using the con



higher-order derivatives. The difference is that, since the



ceptual frameWork of map-closure.
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Only a subset of the builtin SCHEME procedures and syntaX are supported. Rest arguments are not supported



Primitives don’t have closures. Thus j * must know hoW to



transform each primitive into an appropriate function, usually implemented as a closure.



The functions reachable from 3“ that j* needs to transform



The construct cons is builtin syntaX.



might not be the direct values of the free variables closed over



The construct list is a macro:



by f. The may be nested in aggregate data Which includes the closure slots of other functions. Thus the machinery of map closure must be applied recursively and combined With machinery to traverse other non-opaque aggregates.



(list) ""0 (list e1 e2 . . . ) “*‘(cons el (list e2 . . . ))



Procedure parameters p can be variables, '( ) to indicate an argument that is ignored, or (cons plp2) to indicate the



We assume that all constants accessed by f are represented as values of free variables closed over by f (i.e., constant



appropriate destructing. All procedures take eXactly one argument and return eXactly one result. This is accomplished in part by the



conversion). These, along With other closed-over variables (that are treated as constants for the purpose of computing



basis, in part by the folloWing transformations:



derivatives) must have all (potentially nested) reals bundled



(e1) ""‘(e1 '( ))



With Zero. Thus j * conceptually incorporates the mechanism of bundle.



(e1 e2 e3 e4 . . .) “*(el (cons* e2 e3 e4. . .))



(lambda ( ) e) “"(lambda ((cons*)) e)



Similarly, the input data X might be aggregate. With such, partial derivatives can be computed by taking one real com ponent to be the independent variable, and thus bundled With one, and the other real components to be constants, and thus



(lambda (P1 P2 P3 - ~ ~ ) e) ""(lambda ((cons* pl p2 p3 . . . )) e)



together With a cons* macro: 20



bundled With Zero. Alternatively, directional derivatives can



(cons* e1) ""e1



be computed by bundling the real components of X With the



(cons* e1 e2 e3 . . .) “*(cons el (cons* e2 e3 . . . ))



corresponding components of the direction vector. Thus We generaliZe bundle to take aggregate data paired With an aggre



gate tangent containing the direction-vector components. It is necessary to have the primal and tangent arguments to bundle have the same shape. Thus When the primal argument con tains discrete values, We ?ll the corresponding components of the tangent argument With the same values as the primal argument. We justify this in section 4.1. Just as the input data might be aggregate, the result of a



and by alloWing list and cons* as parameters. The above, together With the standard SCHEME macro 25



(if-procedure el (lambda ( ) e2) (lambda ( ) e3)) 30



e 3% |(lambda (X) e)|(el e2) |(letrec ((Xl e1) . . . (Xn en)) e)|(cons e1 e2) 35



only the primal or tangent components of these (possibly nested) bundles. Such aggregate data may contain opaque closures. So that primal and tangent can traverse these clo sures, they too are formulated With the machinery of map closure. The aggregate value X may contain closures (Which get



We use X to denote variables, e to denote eXpressions, and v to denote VLAD values. Values are either scalar or aggre 40



gate. Scalars are either discrete, such as the empty list, bool eans, or primitive procedures (henceforth primitives), or con



tinuous, i.e., reals. Aggregate values are either closures (o, e) or pairs U1, U2, Where (I is an environment, a (partial) map from variables to values, represented eXtensionally as a set of bindings XI—>u. Pairs are constructed by the core syntaX e1, e2



reals that they can access) also need to be transformed. Thus



bundle conceptually incorporates the mechanism of j*. The 45



closed-over values With Zero. HoWever, since some of those



and the components of pairs can be accessed by the primitives car and cdr.



closed-over values may be (and usually are) opaque closures,



2-4.1 The Forward AD Basis We augment the space of aggregate values to include



there is no Way for a user to construct an appropriate closure as a tangent value Whose slots are Zero. Thus We introduce the



function Zero that maps an arbitrary data structure X, possibly



We often abbreviate (lambda (X) e) as XX e, (e1 e2) as e1 e2, and (cons e1 e2) as el,e2. For eXpository purposes, We omit discussion of letrec for the remainder of this section.



called by 3“). Thus these (and all functions and closed-over mechanism of j* conceptually is the same as bundling all



and conversion of constants into references to variables bound in a top-level basis environment (i.e., constant conver sion) suf?ce to transform any program into the folloWing core



language:



function might also be aggregate. Accordingly, We generalize primal and tangent to take arbitrary aggregate data that con tains (possibly nested) bundles as arguments and traverse such data to yield result data of the same shape containing



eXpansions, a macro for if:



50



containing possibly nested closures, to a tangent value of the



bundles denoted as U 1 L‘m2. We refer to the ?rst component of a bundle as the primal value and the second component of a



bundle as the tangent value. Unlike pairs, Which can contain



same shape With Zero tangent values in all slots that corre spond to those in X that contain reals. Since Zero may need to traverse opaque closures, it too is formulated With the



arbitrary values as components, bundles are constrained so



With this, j* can be de?ned as:



that the tangent is a member of the tangent space of the primal. We Will de?ne the tangent space momentarily. We augment the basis With the primitive bundle to construct bundles, the primitives primal and tangent to access the components of



(de?ne (j* X) (bundle X (Zero X)))



bundles, and the primitive Zero to construct Zero elements of



machinery of map-closure. so long as bundle transforms primitives. With this, primal and tangent must knoW hoW to perform the inverse transformation from transformed primitives back to the corresponding origi



55



the tangent spaces. We denote an element of the tangent space of a value U as 60



nal primitives. 2-4 VLAD: A Functional Language for AD



space of bundles U



VLAD is a simple higher-order functional-programming language designed to support AD. It resembles SCHEME,



differing in the folloWing respects: The only SCHEME data types supported are the empty list,



Booleans, reals, pairs, and procedures.



Wand an element of the bundle space of a value U, i.e., the I? as



We Will formally de?ne the



tangent and bundle spaces momentarily. We ?rst give the informal intuition. 65



De?ning the tangent and bundle spaces for reals is straight forWard. The tangent of a real is a real and the bundle of a real With its real tangent is a pair thereof. We use U1 P1) 2 instead of
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(U1, U2) to distinguish bundles from pairs created by cons. The



Would indicate a bundled closure. We transform the bodies e



de?nition of tangent and bundle spaces becomes more involved for other types of data. Conceptually, at least, We can



the suitably tagged variables and also to construct suitably



of the lambda expressions associated With closures to access



bundled pairs.



take the bundle space of any value U 1 to be the space of bundles U l li’u2 Where U2 is a member of an appropriate tan gent space of U 1. For noW, let us take the tangent of a pair to



The question then arises: What form should the tangent space of aggregate data take? The tangent of a piece of aggre



also be a pair. (We Will justify this momentarily.) With this, We can take the bundle space ofa pair (U1, U2) to be ((1)1, U2)



gate data must contain the same number of reals as the cor



responding primal. Conceptually, at least, one might consider representing the tangent of one object With an object of a different type or shape, e.g., taking the tangent of a closure to be constructed out of pairs. HoWever, one can shoW that any function f that only rearranges a data structure containing reals to a different data structure containing reals, Without performing any operations on such reals, must exhibit the



[>(U3, U 4)). Alternatively, We can interleave the components



of the tangent With the components of the primal: ((1)1 B’U3), (u2 D‘U4)) The former has the advantage that extracting the primal and tangent is simple but the disadvantage that extract ing the car and cdr requires traversing the data structure. The latter has complementary tradeoffs.



folloWing property:



Conceptually, at least, We can use either representation for



((j* f) x):(bundle (f (primal x)) (f (tangent x)))



the bundle space of closures. HoWever, the interleaved repre



20



Since 3“ must perform the same rearrangement on both the primal and the tangent, it must be insensitive to its type or shape. As VLAD functions can be sensitive to their argu ment’s type or shape, this implies that the tangent of an aggregate object must be of the same type and shape as the



space of that closure, Whatever that is, and Would require a novel evaluation mechanism. This motivates using the inter leaved representation, at least for closures. Conceptually, at least, the above issue affects only clo sures. One could adopt either representation for other aggre



25



a discrete object such as the empty list, a boolean, or a primi tive, must be the same as that object. We noW formaliZe the above intuition. We introduce a



gate data. HoWever, We Wish our programs to exhibit another



30



sentation has an advantage: it is also a closure: ({Xll_)(Ul [m'l)$ ' ' ' 5 XVII—)(UVI [m'n)}ie)



and thus can be invoked by the same evaluation mechanism as



ordinary closures for primal values. The non-interleaved rep resentation, hoWever, is not a closure:



corresponding primal. This further implies that the tangent of It is a primal closure bundled With an element of the tangent



desirable property. In the absence of AD, the semantics of a program is unchanged When one replaces a builtin aggregate data type, like pairs, With an encoding as closures, like that of Church or Scott. This implies, that conceptually at least, all aggregate data must use the interleaved representation.



mechanism for creating a neW variable T‘Lthat corresponds to an existing variable x (Which may in turn be such a neWly



created variable). The variable T‘must be distinct from any existing variable including x. Any variable TKWill contain an element of the bundle space of the corresponding variable x. OurAD transformations rely on a bijection betWeen the space



35



This creates an ambiguity: does ((ul IPv3), (Uzi-m4» rep



of We variables introduce x andthe thefolloWing space of variables transformation betWeen the



resent a pair of tWo bundles (U 1 P1) 3) and (u2 l‘-=‘*u4)) or a bundle



space of expressions e that manipulate primal values to the



of tWo pairs (v1, v2) and (v3, v4) (that has been interleaved)?



space of expressions T'that manipulate bundle values:



To resolve this ambiguity, We introduce the notion of a



‘bundled’ pair



40



Werequire this to be a bij ection since bundle Will map e to 45



primal and tangent Will map Tlback to e. Note that the



We augment our core syntax With expressions



code Y‘is largely the same as the code e except for tWo differences. First, the variable binders and accesses have been 61-362



50



mapped from x to This is simply 0t conversion. Second, the cons expressions e1, e2 are mapped to



to construct bundles pairs. Note that We must support the



ability to represent and construct multiply bundled pairs 55



Where? denotes a neW kind of expression that constructs bundled



A similar ambiguity arises for closures: does



pairs.



({xll—>(ull7>*u'l), . . . , xnl—>(UnlT-*u'n)}, Xx e)



We noW can formally de?ne the tangent space of VLAD values:



represent a primal closure that happens to close over bundle values or a bundled closure? To resolve this ambiguity, We



adopt a tagging scheme T‘for variables x to indicate that they contain bundles. The above Would indicate a primal closure (that happens to close over bundle values) While: ({x?em mu), - - - , from»,



u = u When u is a discrete scalar
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18 The primitive primal is de?ned as folloWs:



-continued



.



i



A



.



.



.



.



primal v = v When v is primitive



primal ({xl l—> v1,



, xn l—> vn}, Axe) g



(in H (primal n).



and the corresponding bundle space:



.x. H (primal m}. ixa>



primal (v > V) g primal (m) % (primal n). (primal v2)



U = U > U when U is a non-primative scalar



U = (0', Ax(bundle((u(primalx)),



The primitive tangent is de?ned as folloWs:



(*((v‘1)(plilna1 TD, (tangent am)»



tangent \7 A v When v is primitive



when U is a primitiveEi -+ R



20



({xl l—> (tangent T1),



, xn l—> (tangent W», Axe)



tangent (v > v) (camargam rm). tangent (v1, v2) 2 (tangent T1), (tangent T2) 25



And the primitive Zero is de?ned as folloWs: when U is a primitive Rail elk



A



w



.



.



zero v = v When v is a discrete scalar



when U is a primitive predicate 30



A a



zero v=O Wl'lCIlVElR



({xl l—> (zero v1), 35



In the above, We use U0) to denote the derivative of U, and



U09) and uw’l) to denote the partial derivatives of U With respect to its ?rst and second arguments. A ?nite number of such explicit derivatives are needed for the ?nite set of primi tives. We only shoW hoW to transform arithmetic primitives. Transformations of other primitives, such as if if-procedure, car, and cdr, as Well as the AD primitives bundle, primal, tangent, and Zero themselves, folloW from the earlier obser vation about functions that only rearrange aggregate data. Also note that the environment (I in the closures created for transformed primitives must map all of the free variables to their values in the top-level environment. This includes U



zero (v > v) i (zero v) > (zero 5) A



zero (v1, v2) : (zero v1), (zero v2)



40



45



Note the re?ection on closure environments that occurs in



all four of the above primitives. Also note the re?ective trans formation that is performed on the closure expressions. While the former falls Within the conceptual framework of map closure, the latter transcends that framework.



2-5 FloW Analysis STALINV performs a polyvariant union-free ?oW analysis using a formulation based on abstract interpretation. For



itself, as Well as



primal, tangent, bundle, j *, car, cdr, +, *, and anything need to



implement U0), U09) and van).



, xn l—> (zero vn)}, Axe)
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We noW can give formal de?nitions of the AD primitives. The primitive bundle is de?ned as folloWs:



expository purposes, in the folloWing overvieW, We omit many details and, at times, give a simpli?ed presentation that differs in technicalities, but not in spirit, from the actual implementation. Inter alia, We omit discussion of letrec,



bundled pairs, and primitives. 2-5.l Concrete Values and Environments



w



A



w



.



.



.



.



bundle u, u = u > u When u is a non- primitive scalar A



.



.



.
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A concrete value v is either a concrete scalar or a concrete



aggregate. A concrete environment (I or is a (partial) map



.



bundle u, u = u When u is a primitive



from variables to concrete values, represented extensionally



60



as a set of bindings XHU. Let lBdenote {#t,#f}. A concrete scalar is either ( ), a concrete boolean b615,, a concrete real re R1,, or a concrete primitive p. A concrete aggregate is either a concrete closure (0, e), a concrete bundle U 1 P02, or a



bundle(u > a), (U > a) i (bundle U, a) > [bundle a, a]



concrete pair (U1, U 2). We assume that the concrete environ ment of a concrete closure maps precisely the free variables of the expression of that concrete closure. A concrete function is



bundle (v1, v2), (v1, v2) é (bundle v1, J1), (bundle v2,



65 either a concrete primitive or a concrete closure. We use '5 to



refer to the set of all concrete values. We often omit the



speci?er ‘concrete’ When it is clear from context.
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2-5.2 Concrete Equivalence Our formulation of How analysis requires notions of equivalence for expressions, concrete values, and concrete environments. Programming languages typically do not



A concrete analysis a is a ?nite extensional partial repre sentation of the concrete evaluator as a set of bindings el—I-o A concrete analysis 0t is sound if for every (el—I-o



de?ne equivalence for function values. We need such a notion



2-5.4 Abstract Values and Environments Most standard approaches to How analysis take the space of abstract values to include unions. This is because they are



l—I1J)e0t, U:(eeo).



of equivalence for How analysis since abstract values and environments denote sets of concrete values and environ ments and How analysis is formulated in terms of unions and intersections of such sets, and subset and equality relations betWeen such sets, Which in turn requires a notion of equiva lence betWeen the members of such sets.



typically applied to languages Whose execution model sup ports tags and tag dispatching. Since We Wish to compile code to a FORTRAN-like execution model that does not support



tags and tag dispatching, our space of abstract values does not include unions. Preclusion of unions further precludes recursive abstract



FloW analysis typically formulates expression equivalence as equivalence betWeen indices assigned to source-code expressions. This is suitable only in the traditional case Where the source program is ?xed and explicitly available, in its entirety, prior to the start of How analysis. In our case, hoW



values as such recursion could not terminate. As a conse



quence, all of our abstract values Will correspond to data structures of ?xed siZe and shape in the execution model. This alloWs our code generator to unbox all aggregate data.



ever, application of the AD primitives bundle, primal, and



An abstract value 5 is either an abstract scalar or an abstract



tangent creates neW expressions via the transformation A



+1? (and its inverse), at least conceptually. Thus We instead use
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a structural notion of expression equivalence, because in VLAD some expressions are not explicitly available prior to the start of How analysis and are created during the process of



scalar, an abstract boolean 3,, or an abstract real E _. An abstract aggregate is either an abstract closure (6,e), an



How analysis. Expression, value, and environment equivalence are
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mutual notions. Nominally, expression, environment, and



abstract bundle 51 P52, an abstract pair (51,52), or an abstract top i We assume that the abstract environment of an abstract



closure maps precisely the free variables of the expression of



function equivalence are extensional: tWo expressions are



that abstract closure. An abstract function is either a concrete primitive or an abstract closure.



equivalent if they evaluate to equivalent values in equivalent environments, tWo environments are equivalent if they map equivalent variables to equivalent values, and tWo functions are equivalent if they yield equivalent result values When



aggregate. An abstract environment 6 is a (partial) map from variables to abstract values, represented extensionally as a set of bindings x*—11_). An abstract scalar is either a concrete



30



Abstract values and environments denote their extensions, sets of concrete values and environments:



applied to equivalent argument values. Equivalence for other values is structural. The extensional notion of expression, environment, and function equivalence is undecidable. Thus We adopt the folloWing conservative approximation. We take tWo expressions to be equivalent if they are structurally equivalent, take tWo environments to be equivalent if they



EXTv : {v}
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EXTE : [B EXT? : [R



map equivalent variables to equivalent values, take primitives to be equivalent only to themselves, and take tWo closures to



be equivalent if they contain equivalent expressions and envi



40



ronments. While We do not currently do so, one can



strengthen this approximation With a suitable notion of



ot-equivalence. 2-5.3 Concrete Evaluation



We develop our abstract evaluator by modifying the fol loWing standard eval/apply concrete evaluator:



we: mm % swtx H W]



45



50



6x0- 2 m



2-5.5 Abstract Subset, Equivalence, Union, and Intersec



601mg 2 


Selma % ?aw) (6w) 55



tion Our formulation of How analysis uses notions of subset and equivalence relations betWeen abstract values and environ ments as Well as unions and intersections of abstract values



and environments. We take the subset and equivalence rela



The above, hoWever, does not enforce the constraint that



tions betWeen tWo abstract values or tWo abstract environ



the concrete environment of a concrete closure map precisely



the free variables of the expression of that concrete closure.



60



We can enforce this constraint, as Well as the constraint that 0



ments to denote the corresponding relations betWeen their extensions. These relations can be determined precisely: u Cu



map precisely the free variables in e in any call eeo, by



judiciously restricting the domains of concrete environments at various places in the above evaluator. So as not to obscure the presentation of our formulation, We omit such restriction operations both above and in similar situations for the remain der of the paper.



5 C E When Ue( [LIEU {RD 65



(51C (5'1 PR2) %en (51 C T'1) A62 C 17'2) (5159517352) When (51 C



A62 C
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22 We compute an abstract analysis with the following abstract evaluator:



U C "E



when (51 CE'QA. .. ATUMCE'M) When 5 C—1_)' we say that U‘Ewider that 5. We take the union of two abstract values or two abstract environments to denote the abstract value or the abstract



environment whose extension is the union of the extensions of those two abstract values or two abstract environments. Such an abstract value or abstract environment may not exist. We



(Note that the above is the only place where the intersection of two abstract values is computed and the algorithm has the property that that intersection exists.)



compute a conservative approximation to this notion, widen ing the result if necessary: UUU



bl ob, :v E when b17432 rl Ur2 :1 B when rfér2



otherwise
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otherwise return E We take the intersection of two abstract values or two abstract environments to denote the abstract value or the abstract environment whose extension is the intersection of the extensions of those two abstract values or two abstract



(s1 61 W), (s1 62%)



T



environments. Such an abstract value or abstract environment



otherwise



may not exist. Our formulation of ?ow analysis has the prop



erty that we only compute such intersections when do they exist. We compute this notion of intersection precisely as follows:



Wm; AxeWZE é 35



otherwise



40



45



8M. 62m % (816m) o (816m)



(Mr



We then compute a’X‘Iu’X‘EO, where 60:53.0 l—i*oo



11



where cf its denotes the set-theoretic choice function, the



55



analysis procedure might not terminate, i.e., the least ?xpoint might not exist. It is easy to see that the initial abstract analy sis is sound and that u preserves soundness. Thus by induc



function that maps a set sl of sets to a set s2 of all sets that



contain one member from each member of s1. An abstract



analysis is sound if it contains a sound concrete analysis in its extension. We need a notion of equivalence for abstract analyses to



is



the initial abstract analysis, eO is the program, 00 is the basis, containing inter alia any bindings produced by constant con version, and u_* is the least ?xpoint of u. The above ?ow



tion, 5* is sound when it exists. The algorithm has the prop 60



erty that E will never appear as the target of an abstract environment binding or as a slot of an abstract aggregate



de?ne the ?xpoint of abstract interpretation. Nominally, two



value. The only place in an abstract analysis that "E can appear



abstract analyses are equivalent if their extensions are equiva



is as the target of a binding, e.g., e H6



lent. We conservatively approximate this by taking two bind ings to be equivalent if their corresponding expressions,



erator only handles abstract analyses where @1eoa*)#¥ for



abstract environments, and abstract values are equivalent and take two abstract analyses to be equivalent if they contain



equivalent bindings.



Our code gen



all e and o that would occur as arguments to 6 during a 65



concrete evaluation (eeooo). We abort the compilation if this condition is violated. This can only occur when the union of



two abstract values yields "E. The only place where the union
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23 of tWo abstract values is computed is between the results of



the consequent and alternate of if-procedure. 2-5.7 Imprecision Introduction The above ?oW-analysis procedure yields a concrete analy



int



When V = E



double



When V = [R



struct (5V)



sis for any program eO that terminates. This is equivalent to running the program during ?oW analysis. To produce a non concrete analysis, We add a primitive real to the basis that behaves like the identity function on reals during execution



('TTWXX X1 ); Where struct 5i



;



;



i A



TV :



(TVWLXXXU;



but yields E during ?oW analysis. In the examples in Subsec tion 5-7, We judiciously annotate our code With a small num



ber of calls to real around constants, so that the programs



perform all of the same ?oating-point computation as the variants in other languages, but leave certain constants as concrete values so that How analysis terminates and satis?es the non-E condition discussed above. 2-6 Code Generation The STALINV code generator generates FORTRAN-like



C code given an abstract analysis produced by polyvariant



When V : (V1, V2)



eliminating void struct slots. We also generate C construc
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tor functions (M Q of the appropriate arity for each non-void abstract aggregate value 5. Our code generator adopts the folloWing map from VLAD expressions e that evaluate to non-void abstract values in the



union-free ?oW analysis. In such an analysis, every applica



abstract environment 6 to C expressions:



tion targets either a knoWn primitive or a knoWn lambda



expression, potentially one created by ?oW-analysis-time source-code transformation induced by application of AD primitives. Recent versions of GCC Will compile this C code to machine code similar to that generated by good FORTRAN



(Xx)
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compilers, given aggressive inlining, mediated by ‘alWays



a call to (M($1(/\xe)?*)) With



inline’ directives produced by our code generator, and scalar replacement of aggregates, enabled With the command-line



option --param sra-?eld-structure-ratio:0. For expository purposes, in the folloWing overvieW, We omit many details and, at times, give a simpli?ed presentation that differs in technicalities, but not in spirit, from the actual implementation. Inter alia, We



omit discussion of letrec, bundled pairs, and primitives. Our code generator produces C code that is structurally



COVE)? é arguments that have the form of variable 30



eliminating void arguments. Our code generator generates distinct C functions for each abstract closure (6,7tx e) that yields a non-void abstract value



specialiZed VLAD function, both closures and primitives.



When called on each abstract value 5: 40



{return (C6[x l—11_)]e);}



and cons expression in each specialiZed closure expression. And there is C code that corresponds to each variable access



in each specialiZed closure expression. The aggregate data is



45



isomorphic as Well. There is a C struct for each specialiZed



eliminating void parameters. Finally, We generate a C main function:



int main(void){(C e0 60); return 0;}



aggregate data type in the VLAD code, including closures,



For expository purposes, We omit discussion of the genera tion of C functions for primitives and constructors. We gen erate ‘alWays inline’ directives on all generated C functions,



and a slot in that C struct for each corresponding slot in the



VLAD object. (We adopt a ?at closure representation. Note that in the absence of mutation and eq?, as is the case for



HCCCSSCS
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isomorphic to the VLAD code. There is a C function for each



There is a function call in the C code for each application in each specialiZed closure expression. There are calls to con structor functions in the C code for each lambda expression



When x is bound



c.(Xx) When x is free
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VLAD, all closure representations are extensionally equiva



including those generated for primitives and constructors, except for main and those selected to break cycles in the call



lent and reduce to ?at closures by unboxing.) One deviation from the above is that void structs, struct slots, arguments, and



graph.



polyvariant specialiZation, the union-free analysis, unboxing



Note that With a polyvariant union-free ?oW analysis, the target of every call site is knoWn. This alloWs generating direct function calls or inlined primitives for each call site.



of all aggregate data, and aggressive inlining. One could imagine variants of our approach that employ selective



Calls to the AD primitives involve nothing more than rear rangements of (aggregate) data structures from one knoWn



expressions are eliminated, as Well as functions that return



void results. The ef?ciency of the code generated results from
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unboxing and inlining. We assume a map X from alpha-converted VLAD variables



60



to unique C identi?ers, a map S from abstract values to unique C identi?ers, and a map F from pairs of abstract values to



compiled aWay. 2-7 Examples



unique C identi?ers. An abstract value is void When it does not contain any



(nested) E or E values. Our code generator adopts the fol loWing map from non-void abstract values to C speci?ers:



?xed shape to another knoWn ?xed shape. As aggregate data is unboxed and calls to primitives are inlined, this usually gets



We illustrate the poWer of our ?oW-analysis and code 65



generation techniques for ?rst-class forWard AD With tWo examples. These examples Were chosen because they illus trate a hierarchy of mathematical abstractions built on top of
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